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CHILD’S PLAY COMMUNICATIONS ADDS  
COOKIE JAR ENTERTAINMENT TO CLIENT PORTFOLIO 

 
 
March 24, 2011, New York, NY – Child’s Play Communications, specialists in public relations, social 
media and word-of-mouth communications for products and services targeted to moms, announced 
today that it has been chosen by Cookie Jar Entertainment, a leading children’s entertainment company, 
to promote a new line of Caillou toys from ID Toys through the agency’s award-winning Team Mom 
blogger review network. 
 
The toy line, based on Cookie Jar’s popular television show, Caillou, launches this spring.  Designed 
for preschoolers, the Caillou television series features everyday experiences and events that 
resonate with all children. By sharing in the show’s incredible adventures, children can play "make 
believe" along with Caillou and find new ways to understand and interpret the world around them. 
 
“Caillou is one of the most recognizable children’s series on television and we are delighted to work with 
Cookie Jar Entertainment to promote these engaging new toys,” said Stephanie Azzarone, president, 
Child’s Play Communications. 
 
According to Cookie Jar Entertainment’s vice president of marketing, Michael Berreth, watching Caillou 
helps children feel empowered in everyday life situations. “We hope these toys will inspire the same 
enthusiasm for adventure and discovery as the television series does.” 
 
About Child’s Play Communications 
Child’s Play Communications specializes exclusively in public relations, social media and word-of-mouth 
communications for products and services targeted to moms. Based in New York City, the agency has 
launched an exciting array of proprietary services designed specifically to engage the increasingly 
important “mom market.” Recent company awards have included PR Innovation of the Year (2009) and 
Social Media Innovator of the Year (2010). Clients have included Warner Bros. Consumer Products, 
Nickelodeon, National Geographic Kids Entertainment,  MEGA Brands, Spin Master, Summit 
Toys, Toy State, Parents magazine, Toyota, Cold Stone Creamery, Hershey’s, Elmer’s and Hewlett 
Packard, among other leading brands.  
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